Now that God’s existence as Designer of the universe is well confirmed, a fact
to which the various presentations on this website testify, the first question one may
naturally ask is about the characteristics of the Ultimate Origin of all existence
In this respect it is absolutely clear that the cosmos was made by a Loving
Creator, what may be easily recognized when considering the centrality of Heart and
Love in people’s life. Everybody longs deep inside for peace and lasting happiness,
which can only be gained based on developing loving relationships
Historically, Judaism is the first religion that emphasized Monotheism, affirming
the existence of one good God already thousands of years ago, deserves our sincere
appreciation for their valuable contributions over the centuries to the development of
Western culture
Likewise other religions like Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism have
offered precious insights to countless believers, helping them to become more loving
and compassionate, raising their internal standard and consciousness
Among the many qualities that religious people emphasize, expressed in a
multitude of names that have been given to the Ultimate Cause who created the
universe, True Love is the highest and most important characteristic of our Creator,
arising from the profound Heart of our Eternal Parent
Because the cosmos was designed for the purpose of the establishment of the
ideal of a loving world where all people care deeply for one another, it is our
fundamental nature to express a kind Heart to our fellow human beings as well as
towards the natural world
As we are made in the image of God we should likewise be loving creators who
invest our sincerest Heart into everything that we are doing. We can gain a lot of
inspiration from the natural world concerning the many ways how Love and beauty
may be manifested
This is our essential nature: We are created in order to love and to be loved, to
live in the precious realm of True Love
There is nothing more important and central in life than sharing from one’s
Heart and building relationships which bring overflowing joy and happiness into the
lives of all people. Each and every human being is destined to become a mature
individual truth body with a loving Heart which is capable of expressing unconditional
Love in uniquely personal ways
Just as we breathe the air which provides oxygen for our body we should be
able to breathe the air of Love 24 hours a day. We are created in order to live in
God’s presence, to be one with our Loving Creator based on having become the
embodiment of True Love
True Love transcends time and space and accordingly we are created to love
eternally on ever higher and deeper levels

